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Small Cakes Roger Pizey 2011-02-01 From fondant fancies to Florentines, and chocolate cheesecake, battenburg and brownies to lemon drizzle and blueberry
muffins, the classic bakes in Small Cakes provide comfort moments during a busy day, make great accompaniments to afternoon tea, and are a perfect excuse for
sharing precious time with friends. In the creative hands of leading pastry chef Roger Pizey, perfectly formed miniatures such as profiteroles, meringues, lime, lemon
and pistachio slices and madeleines become delicate indulgences rather than guilty pleasures. Roger’s approach to traditional baking is fun, inventive and, above all,
delicious. So whether you are celebrating the birthday of a family member, preparing a cake for a specific event or want to create a variety of cakes for entertaining on
the weekend, this book provides everything you need. Illustrated with beautiful, mouthwatering photographs and clear, accessible instructions, it is an indispensable
source of inspiration for both seasoned hosts and sweet toothed amateurs alike. This book also describes the essential equipment for baking, including knives, muffin
pans, whisks, and thermometers to give any budding pastry chef a head-start as they get their kitchen up to snuff with the professionals.
The Apple Lover's Cookbook: Revised and Updated Amy Traverso 2020-09-01 Winner of the IACP Cookbook Award (Best American Cookbook) Finalist for the Julia
Child First Book Award "The perfect apple primer." —Splendid Table The Apple Lover’s Cookbook is more than a recipe book. It’s a celebration of apples in all their
incredible diversity, as well as an illustrated guide to 70 popular (and rare-but-worth-the-search) apple varieties. Each has its own complete biography with entries for
best use, origin, availability, season, appearance, taste, and texture. Amy Traverso organizes these 70 varieties into four categories—firm-tart, tender-tart, firm-sweet,
and tender-sweet—and includes a one-page cheat sheet that you can refer to when making any of her recipes. More than 100 scrumptious, easy-to-make recipes
follow, offering the full range from breakfast dishes, appetizers, salads, soups, and entrees all the way to desserts. On the savory side, there’s a cider-braised brisket
and a recipe for Sweet Potato–Apple Latkes. On the sweet side, Amy serves up crisps, cobblers, pies, and cakes, including Apple-Pear Cobbler, Cider Donut Muffins,
and an Apple-Cranberry Slab Pie cut into squares to eat by hand. As bonuses, The Apple Lover’s Cookbook contains detailed notes on how to tell if an apple is fresh
and guides to apple festivals, ciders, and products, as well as updated information about the best times and places to buy apples across the United States, making it
easy to seek out and visit local orchards, whether you live in Vermont or California. First published a decade ago, now newly revised and updated, The Apple Lover’s
Cookbook is your lifetime go-to book for apples.
Gluten-Free on a Shoestring Nicole Hunn 2011-02-22 Gluten-free cooking has never been this easy—or affordable! Tired of spending three times as much (or more)
on gluten-free prepared foods? If you’re ready to slash the cost of your grocery bill, you’ve come to the right place. In Gluten-Free on a Shoestring, savvy mom Nicole
Hunn shows how every gluten-free family can eat well without breaking the bank. Inside this comprehensive cookbook, you’ll find 125 delicious and inexpensive
gluten-free recipes for savory dinners, favorite desserts, comfort foods, and more, plus Nicole’s top money-saving secrets. Recipes include: Apple-Cinnamon Toaster
Pastries • Focaccia • Spinach Dip • Ricotta Gnocchi • Chicken Pot Pie • Szechuan Meatballs • Tortilla Soup •Baked Eggplant Parmesan• Never-Fail White Sandwich
Bread • Banana Cream Pie with Graham Cracker Crust • Blueberry Muffins • Cinnamon Rolls • Perfect Chocolate Birthday Cake With advice on the best values and
where to find them, meal planning strategies, and pantry-stocking tips, Gluten-Free on a Shoestring is your essential guide. Never fall victim to the overpriced, prepackaged gluten-free aisle again. Roll on by—happier, healthier, and wealthier.
The China Study All-Star Collection Leanne Campbell 2014-05-06 Following her bestselling The China Study Cookbook, LeAnne Campbell brings together top names
in the plant-based community to share their favorite and most delicious recipes in The China Study All-Star Collection. Featuring your favorite chefs and cookbooks
authors, The China Study All-Star Collection includes foods from Happy Herbivore chef Lindsay S. Nixon; Del Sroufe, author of the New York Times bestseller Forks
Over Knives Cookbook; Laura Theodore, host of PBS' Jazzy Vegetarian; and pioneering researcher Dr. John McDougall, which all follow the nutrition standards set
forth by The China Study. Even better, with delectable dishes such as Dreena Burton's Sneaky Chickpea Burgers, Heather Crosby's Peppermint Chocolate Chunk Ice
Cream, Christy Morgan's Fiesta Quinoa Salad and Christina Ross's Daikon Mushroom Fettuccine, this collection of recipes has you covered for any occasion or
craving. With an introduction from The China Study co-author Dr. T. Colin Campbell, The China Study All-Star Collection is the ultimate plant-based cookbook for
healthful, savory eating.
Baking and Desserts Dennis Adrian Scott 2018-10-23 Whether you are interested in having fun at home or planning a career in patisserie or confectionery, this book
will inspire you with easy, low cost recipes that are of a professional standard. Baking & Desserts with The Gourmet Chef covers the role of a pastry chef and is
written by an Executive Head Chef from his own repertoire. Scones, muffins, desserts, biscuits, artisan breads, sugar work and the Gourmet Chef’s special tips. Ten
high-profile chefs from around the world have contributed to this book. All of them very successful! Sixty-four fantastic recipes and colour photographs within!
The Allergen-Free Baker's Handbook Cybele Pascal 2009 Features one hundred allergen-free recipes, as well as color photos and explanations of alternative
foodstuffs, advice about choosing safe products, and sources for buying them.
Sally's Baking Addiction Sally McKenney 2016-10-11 Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction
cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options, including some vegan and glutenfree recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers who
are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie,
delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads
& Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes,
you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie
Addiction.
Jane’s Patisserie Jane Dunn 2021-08-05 The fastest selling baking book of all time, from social media sensation Jane's Patisserie 'This will be the most-loved baking
book in your stash!' - Zoë Sugg Life is what you bake it - so bake it sweet! Discover how to make life sweet with 100 delicious bakes, cakes and treats from baking
blogger, Jane. Jane's recipes are loved for being easy, customisable, and packed with your favourite flavours. Covering everything from gooey cookies and
celebration cakes with a dreamy drip finish, to fluffy cupcakes and creamy no-bake cheesecakes, Jane' Patisserie is easy baking for everyone. Whether you're looking
for a salted caramel fix, or a spicy biscoff bake, this book has everything you need to create iconic bakes and become a star baker. Includes new and exclusive
recipes requested by her followers and the most popular classics from her blog - NYC Cookies, No-Bake Biscoff Cheesecake, Salted Caramel Drip Cake and more!
Chickens in the Road Suzanne McMinn 2014-10-07 Suzanne McMinn, a former romance writer and founder of the popular blog chickensintheroad.com, shares the
story of her search to lead a life of ordinary splendor in Chickens in the Road, her inspiring and funny memoir. Craving a life that would connect her to the earth and
her family roots, McMinn packed up her three kids, left her husband and her sterile suburban existence behind, and moved to rural West Virginia. Amid the rough
landscape and beauty of this rural mountain country, she pursues a natural lifestyle filled with chickens, goats, sheep—and no pizza delivery. With her new life comes
an unexpected new love—"52," a man as beguiling and enigmatic as his nickname—a turbulent romance that reminds her that peace and fulfillment can be found in
the wake of heartbreak. Coping with formidable challenges, including raising a trio of teenagers, milking stubborn cows, being snowed in with no heat, and making her
own butter, McMinn realizes that she’s living a forty-something’s coming-of-age story. As she dares to become self-reliant and embrace her independence, she
reminds us that life is a bold adventure—if we’re willing to live it. Chickens in the Road includes more than 20 recipes, craft projects, and McMinn’s photography, and
features a special two-color design.
Mini Pies Christy Beaver 2011-10-11 Discover the joy of crafting small, single-serving and handheld pies hot from the oven with this adorable collection of sweet and
savory recipes. The flaky crust and delectable filling of traditional pie in the ultimate grab-and-go, fun-sized desserts—mini pies! Do you love the taste of pie but prefer
the cute size of a cupcake? Then toss the pie pan, grab your muffin tin and open this book. With delicious recipes, easy-to-follow instructions and stunning color
photographs, Mini Pies provides everything you need to bake these adorable miniature desserts with professional results. Featuring gourmet recipes for a range of
fruit, custard, nut and savory delights, Mini Pies serves up hold in-your-hand, single-serving versions of all your favorites, as well as the authors’ all-new creations,
including: •Apple • Cherry • Strawberry • Pumpkin • Key Lime • Lemon Meringue • Chocolate Cream • Bourbon Pecan • Honey and Pine Nut • Dilled Spinach Quiche •
Onion, Olive and Thyme Tart Whether you are baking a single batch to have around the house for your family or making a collection of different mini pies to offer
guests at your next party, this book is packed with tips, tricks and techniques for creating crowd-pleasing mini pies. The authors guide you step-by-step through
making the perfect crust, plus graham cracker, vegan, shortbread and gluten-free variations. “The cupcake is dead. Long live the pie!”—NPR's Weekend Edition
How to Be a Domestic Goddess Nigella Lawson 2014-04-03 Nigella Collection: a vibrant new look for Nigella's classic cookery books. 'This is for those days or

evenings when you want to usher a little something out of the kitchen that makes you thrill at the sheer pleasure you've conjured up.' The classic baking bible by
Nigella Lawson ('Queen of the Kitchen' - Observer Food Monthly). This is the book that helped the world rediscover the joys of baking and kick-started the cupcake
revolution, from cake shops around the country to The Great British Bake Off. How To Be a Domestic Goddess is not about being a goddess, but about feeling like
one. Here is the book that feeds our fantasies, understands our anxieties and puts cakes, pies, pastries, preserves, puddings, bread and biscuits back into our own
kitchens. With luscious photography, easy recipes, witty food writing and a beautiful hardback design, this is a book you will treasure for many years as well as a
delicious gift for friends and family. Cakes - from a simple Victoria Sponge to beautiful cupcakes Biscuits - macaroons, muffins and other indulgent treats Pies perfect shortcrust and puff pastry and sweet and savoury recipes Puddings - crumbles, sponges, trifles and cheesecakes Chocolate - luscious chocolate recipes for
sharing (or not) Children - simple recipes for baking with kids Christmas - pudding, Christmas cakes, mince pies... and mulled wine Bread - finally, the proof that
baking bread can be fun, with easy bread recipes The Domestic Goddess's Larder - essential preserves, jams, chutneys, curds and pickles that every cook should
have
Cake Balls Robin Ankeny 2012 Presents recipes for over fifty varieties of cake balls--including red velvet, triple chocolate chip, gingerbread, carrot cake, and
strawberries and cream--as well as decorating and packaging ideas and troubleshooting tips.
The Cake Bake Shop Gwendolyn Rogers 2021-10-15 Gwendolyn Rogers, acclaimed baker and owner of The Cake Bake Shop, shares 25 seasonally inspired recipes
for cakes that will dazzle.
Cake Pops Bakerella 2011-07-22 A New York Times bestseller: “The ultimate cake pops resource . . . if you love Bakerella’s cute and colorful style, pick this one up.
It’s a visual treat.” —Kitchn What’s cuter than a cupcake? A cake pop, of course! Wildly popular blogger Bakerella (aka Angie Dudley) has turned cake pops into an
international sensation! Cute little cakes on a stick from decorated balls to more ambitious shapes such as baby chicks, ice cream cones, and even cupcakes these
adorable creations are the perfect alternative to cake at any party or get-together. Martha Stewart loved the cupcake pops so much she had Bakerella appear on her
show to demonstrate making them. Now Angie makes it easy and fun to recreate these amazing treats right at home with clear step-by-step instructions and photos of
more than forty featured projects, as well as clever tips for presentation, decorating, dipping, coloring and melting chocolate, and much more. “Popularized by a
blogger known as Bakerella, cake pops have taken over as the new cupcake . . . In the last few years they’ve become an international sensation, and many cities are
going cake-pop crazy.” —Monterey Herald “The American queen of cake pops.” —Fine Dining Lovers “The book is absolutely gorgeous. Each project is filled with
photos and tips to guide you through the whole process from start to finish. For anyone who loves Martha Stewart type creative baking, this is a must-have book!”
—Savory Sweet Life
Martha Stewart's Cupcakes Martha Stewart Living Magazine 2011-05-04 The perfect cupcake for every occasion. Swirled and sprinkled, dipped and glazed, or
otherwise fancifully decorated, cupcakes are the treats that make everyone smile. They are the star attraction for special days, such as birthdays, showers, and
holidays, as well as perfect everyday goodies. In Martha Stewart’s Cupcakes, the editors of Martha Stewart Living share 175 ideas for simple to spectacular
creations–with cakes, frostings, fillings, toppings, and embellishments that can be mixed and matched to produce just the right cupcake for any occasion. Alongside
traditional favorites like yellow buttermilk cupcakes swirled with fluffy vanilla frosting and devil’s food cupcakes crowned with rich, dark chocolate buttercream, there
are also sweet surprises such as peanut butter and jelly cupcakes, dainty delights like tiny almond-cherry tea cakes, and festive showstoppers topped with marizpan
ladybugs or candy clowns. The book features cupcakes for everyone, every season, and every event: Celebrations (monogram heart cupcakes perfect for an elegant
wedding); Birthdays (starfish-on-the-beach cupcakes sure to be a hit at children’s parties); Holidays (gumdrop candy ghouls and goblins ideal for Halloween revelers);
and Any Day (red velvet cupcakes with cream cheese frosting for a picnic, or caramel-filled mini chocolate cakes for grown-up gatherings). In singular Martha Stewart
style, the pages are both stunning in design–with a photograph of each finished treat–and brimming with helpful how-to information, from step-by-step photographs for
decorating techniques to ideas for packaging and presenting your cupcakes. Whether for any day or special days, the treats in Martha Stewart’s Cupcakes will delight
one and all.
Grandbaby Cakes Jocelyn Delk Adams 2015-09-15 “Spectacular cake creations [that] are positively bursting with beauty, color, flavor, and fun . . . this book will ignite
the baking passion within you!” —Pioneer Woman Ree Drummond, #1 New York Times–bestselling author Grandbaby Cakes is the debut cookbook from sensational
food writer, Jocelyn Delk Adams. Since founding her popular recipe blog, Grandbaby Cakes, in 2012, Adams has been putting fresh twists on old favorites. She has
earned praise from critics and the adoration of bakers both young and old for her easygoing advice, rich photography, and the heartwarming memories she shares of
her grandmother, affectionately nicknamed Big Mama, who baked and developed delicious, melt-in-your-mouth desserts. Grandbaby Cakes pairs charming stories of
Big Mama’s kitchen with recipes ranging from classic standbys to exciting adventures—helpfully marked by degree of difficulty—that will inspire your own family for
years to come. Adams creates sophisticated flavor combinations based on Big Mama’s gorgeous centerpiece cakes, giving each recipe something familiar mixed with
something new. Not only will home bakers be able to make staples like yellow cake and icebox cake exactly how their grandmothers did, but they’ll also be preparing
impressive innovations, like the Pineapple Upside-Down Hummingbird Pound Cake and the Fig-Brown Sugar Cake. From pound cakes and layer cakes to sheet
cakes and “baby” cakes (cupcakes and cakelettes), Grandbaby Cakes delivers fun, hip recipes perfect for any celebration. “[Adams] offers up her greatest hits
alongside sweet stories of her family’s generations-old baking traditions.” —People.com “There is a heritage of love and tradition steeped in her recipes . . . A trip
down memory lane that ends with delicious treats on your table.” —Carla Hall, TV chef and author of Carla Hall’s Soul Food
The Best Cast-Iron Baking Book Roxanne Wyss 2021-10 Many home cooks have learned from relatives and top chefs about the benefits of cooking in cast iron: it
infuses food with more flavor, reaches higher temperatures and is naturally nonstick. But did you know cast iron is the key to the most delicious baking you will ever
taste? Think effortless, but unforgettable No-Knead Bread, the most delicious Skillet Berry Cobbler, simple Cornbread Focaccia, decadent Dark Chocolate S'Mores
Pie and incredible Maple Pecan Rolls. In The Best Cast-Iron Baking Book, veteran cookbook authors Roxanne Wyss and Kathy Moore share over 80 sweet and
savory recipes. Everything in this book is cooked in a 10-inch skillet or Dutch oven. You'll find breads, biscuits, cobblers, pies, cakes, pizzas, brownies and much
more. There are unbeatable, tried-and-true childhood favorites like Southern Pecan Pie and trending sweet treats like a dreamy Caramelized Apple Dutch Baby. Castiron baking is easy -- and this cookbook empowers home cooks to bake and use their cast iron confidently. Roxanne and Kathy also include tips for cooking with cast
iron and information for how to care for, season and store these versatile products. It's time to make use of that trusty pan and get baking!
Back Porch Paleo Michelle Daniels 2021-12-21 Indulgent Favorites You Crave Get ready to enjoy the comfort foods your family loves again, thanks to motherdaughter duo Michelle Daniels and Makenna Homer’s Paleo versions of classic recipes. When Makenna’s health required cutting out grain and dairy, she and her
mom re-created all their cherished family recipes with Paleo-friendly ingredients. Whether it’s hearty, nostalgic dishes like biscuits and gravy, bacon-infused mac ’n’
cheese or chicken and dumplings, or their family’s favorite dessert recipes, like DeVona’s Chocolate Pudding Cake, nothing is off-limits, thanks to their shrewd
substitutions and smart techniques. For a quick breakfast on the go, grab a better-for-you baked good like Patsy’s Pumpkin–Chocolate Chip Muffins. Warm up a cold
day the gut-friendly way with cozy Creamy Mushroom Poutine or Instant Pot® Mini Sirloin Burger Soup. And don’t forget dessert—after years of testing, Michelle and
Makenna have created the perfect Paleo pie crust, which you can enjoy in their Rustic Herbed Cherry Galette. Each mouthwatering recipe—from Saturday Morning
Donuts to Grilled Hawaiian Vibes Pizza and everything in between—is sure to become a favorite at your own family’s table.
The Perfect Cake America's Test Kitchen 2018-03-27 Featured by QVC, Hallmark Home & Family, Tasting Table, and the Washington Post. Cakes are the alloccasion dessert--the center of attention at birthdays, holiday celebrations, and dinner parties, and the most welcome brunch, after-school, or teatime snack.
America's Test Kitchen's first all-cake book is the definitive guide to any cake you crave from Classic Pound Cake to enjoy anytime to a stunning and impressive
Blueberry Jam Cake with brilliant jam stripes and ombré frosting. In addition to foolproof recipes are features that make towering 24-layer Hazelnut- Chocolate Crêpe
Cake as approachable as Applesauce Snack Cake. Sidebars include step-by-step photography for cakes with more advanced techniques like piping the ribbons of
frosting that help give beautiful Rhubarb Ribbon Cake its name. Our years of test kitchen knowledge on the art and science of baking cakes provide all the tips and
tricks you need for executing perfect cakes every time.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and
full of wisdom…bound to change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many
parents, you might ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely
on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific
research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since studies show
conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence
shows kids with unique names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley
encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these
experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.
Minimalist Baker's Everyday Cooking Dana Shultz 2016-04-26 The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101
all-new simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in
2012 to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant,
simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography, this practical but inspiring cookbook
includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées,

easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table in a snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step
recipes with standard and metric ingredient measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves
delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
Unforgettable Desserts Dede Wilson 2013-03-07 Baking expert and public television cooking show host Dede Wilson helps you create show-stopping desserts that
will make a lasting impression If you're looking for a little wow factor to liven up the end of a meal, this is the book for you! Dede Wilson gives you a collection of
desserts that are exotic, extravagant, and absolutely unforgettable-and you don't have to be a pastry chef to make them. Many of the recipes are deceptively simple,
such as the gorgeous Matcha Tea Leaf Shortbread and the amazing Hot Chocolate Truffle Bombs, made with just three ingredients. Others are more adventurous,
such as the Chocolate-Glazed Marzipan Cake with Cognac-Soaked Apricots. Filled with surprises for the eye as well as the palate, the desserts you make from this
book will be sure to keep guests talking long after the party is over. An ideal resource for holidays, birthdays, or any special occasion, Unforgettable Desserts
Features 150 recipes for unforgettable cookies and bars, cakes, pies, tarts, custards, mousses, frozen desserts, candies, confections, and more Offers precise, easyto-follow instructions and valuable tips Contains over thirty stunning color photographs of finished desserts Includes recipes for all skill levels Is written by the host of
public television's Seasonings with Dede Wilson and the author of Wedding Cakes You Can Make If you're looking to take your baking to the next level, Dede Wilson
gives you desserts that take the cake-and the cookie, the pie, the pudding, and much more!
Australian Women's Weekly Children's Birthday Cake Book Australian Women's Weekly 2011 Australia's most famous children's cake book - reprinted in a collector's
edition. The Australian Women's Weekly's Children's Birthday Cake Book was first published in 1980 and has sold more than half a million copies. In response to all
the requests we have had, often from mothers who remember fondly all the cakes from their own childhood, we have taken this book from our archives and reprinted
it 30 years after it first appeared. We have had to make a minor change - four of your little friends are missing, but they've been replaced by other cakes you'll love just
as much. Apart from that we've left it just as it was - a true collectors' cookbook especially for you. Now you can recreate your favourite cakes - the swimming pool,
rocket and that train from the cover for your own child.
Chocolate-Covered Katie Katie Higgins 2015-01-06 What if you CAN eat all of your favorite desserts . . . and still be healthy and fit into your skinny jeans? Meet Katie:
a girl who eats chocolate every day and sometimes even has cake for breakfast! When Katie's sugar habit went too far in college and left her lacking energy, she
knew something needed to change. So she began developing her own naturally sweet recipes and posting them online. Soon, Katie's healthy dessert blog had
become an Internet sensation, with over six million monthly visitors. Now, in her first cookbook, Katie shares over 80 never-before-seen recipes, such as Chocolate
Obsession Cake, Peanut Butter Pudding Pops, and Ultimate Unbaked Brownies, that use only real ingredients, without any unnecessary fats, sugars, or empty
calories. These desserts prove once and for all that health and happiness can go hand-in-hand-you can have your dessert and eat it, too!
Sweetness Sarah 2010-04-28 When 27-year-old Sarah Levy opened her own pastry shop in 2004, she was barely out of college. She hails from a noted Chicagobased restaurant dynasty, but the success she's achieved has been all hers, and she's since gone on to open a second location inside Macy's. Sweetness shows how
anyone can make delicious desserts and sweet snacks regardless of cooking experience (or lack thereof) — especially younger women who may not have a lot of
kitchen training, but want to have a few go-to recipes for events, gifts, or that special someone. This is the book for readers who want to learn how to make top-quality
treats that will knock the socks off anyone who samples them. Levy’s warm personality, step-by-step instructions, and vibrant color photos make this the perfect
addition to the bookshelf of both budding chefs and seasoned pros.
The Joy of Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free Baking Peter Reinhart 2012-08-14 The first gluten-free baking book from legendary bread maker and James Beard Awardwinning author Peter Reinhart, with 80 world-class recipes suitable for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar dieters. The first gluten-free baking book from
legendary bread maker and James Beard Award-winning author Peter Reinhart, with 80 world-class recipes suitable for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/lowsugar dieters. Amazing, easy-to-make recipes that revolutionize baking for wheat sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar cooks. After more than two decades of
research into gluten-free baking, bestselling author and legendary bread maker Peter Reinhart and his baking partner Denene Wallace deliver more than eighty worldclass recipes for delicious breads, pastries, cookies, cakes, and more in The Joy of Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free Baking. Carefully crafted for anyone who is gluten
sensitive, diabetic, or needs to reduce carbs to prevent illness or lose weight, these forgiving recipes taste just as good as the original wheat versions—and are easier
to bake than traditional breads. By using readily available or home-ground nut and seed flours and alternative and natural sweeteners as the foundation for their
groundbreaking style of baking, Reinhart and Wallace avoid the carb-heavy starch products commonly found in gluten-free baking. Additionally, each recipe can
easily be made vegan by following the dairy and egg substitution guidelines. Bakers of all skill levels will have no trouble creating incredibly flavorful baked goods,
such as: • Toasting Bread, Banana Bread, Nutty Zucchini Bread, and many styles of pizza and focaccia • Cheddar Cheese and Pecan Crackers, Herb Crackers,
Garlic Breadsticks, and pretzels • Blueberry-Hazelnut Muffins, Lemon and Poppy Seed Scones, and pancakes and waffles • Coconut-Pecan Cookies, Lemon Drop
Cookies, Biscotti, and Peanut Butter Cup Cookies • Brownies and Blondies, Cinnamon-Raisin Coffee Cake, Pound Cake with Crumb Topping, and Carrot Cake with
Cream Cheese Frosting • Apple Crumble Pie, Pumpkin Pie, Berry Pie, and Vanilla, Chocolate, or Banana Cream Pie With Reinhart and Wallace’s careful attention to
ingredients and balancing of flavors, these delicious gluten-free baked goods with a glycemic load of nearly zero will satisfy anyone’s craving for warm bread or
decadent cake.
Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book Kristin Hoffman 2021-11-16 Build Your Baking Confidence with Baker Bettie “I wish I had this book when I started baking! It’s not
only a collection of amazing recipes, but it answers the ‘why’ to your baking questions.” ?Gemma Stafford, chef, author, and host of Bigger Bolder Baking #1
Bestseller in Professional Cooking, Pastry Baking, Cake Baking, Pies, Desserts, and Cookies Do you find baking difficult, or just not sure how it works? This cookbook
is your new go-to baking book. Baking from scratch can be hard. The science of baking is a particular science that requires precise measurements and steps. With
Kristin Hoffman, aka Baker Bettie, the science behind baking becomes second nature! Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book lays a foundation of basic baking skills and
master recipes that are sure to boost your baking confidence. Learn top tips from a professional chef. Consider Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book your at-home
culinary and baking school guide. This baking cookbook goes beyond the recipe by teaching the science behind baking. From measurements, techniques, step-bystep processes, to how to use base recipes to create endless baked goods that make you drool. This book ensures that you are able to tackle any baking recipe with
confidence! In this baking book, learn more about: • The science of baking • Foundational baking techniques and mixing methods • How master formulas are used to
bake a ton of delicious and easy recipes! If you enjoyed books like The Baking Bible; Bake From Scratch; or Bigger, Bolder Baking, you’ll love Baker Bettie’s Better
Baking Book!
Jayden's Impossible Garden Mélina Mangal 2021-08-30 Jayden and a new friend bring nature to the city in this timeless story about a community garden Amidst all
the buildings, people, and traffic in his neighborhood, Jayden sees nature everywhere: the squirrels scrounging, the cardinals calling, and the dandelions growing. But
Mama doesn’t believe there’s nature in the city. So Jayden sets out to help Mama see what he sees. With the help of his friend Mr. Curtis, Jayden plants the seeds of
a community garden and brings together his neighbors—and Mama—to show them the magic of nature in the middle of the city. Timeless and vibrant, this story
highlights the beauty of intergenerational relationships and the power of imagination and perseverance in bringing the vision of a community garden to life. Jayden’s
love of nature will inspire readers to see their environment and surroundings as bursting with opportunities for growth and connection. At the back of the book, readers
will find activities to make items found in the book, such as the milk jug bird feeder. Jayden’s Impossible Garden is the winner of the 2019 African American Voices in
Children’s Literature writing contest, cosponsored by Strive Publishing and Free Spirit Publishing.
BabyCakes Erin McKenna 2010-10-27 Forget everything you’ve heard about health-conscious baking. Simply, BabyCakes is your key to an enlightened, indulgent,
sweets-filled future. This is important news not only for parents whose children have allergies, for vegans, and for others who struggle with food sensitivities, but also
for all you sugar-loving traditionalists. The recipes in these pages prove that there is a healthy alternative to recklessly made desserts, one that doesn't sacrifice taste
or texture. Having experimented endlessly with alternative, health-conscious sweeteners, flours, and thickeners, Erin McKenna, the proprietress of beloved bakery
BabyCakes NYC, developed these recipes–most are gluten-free, all are without refined sugar–in hopes of combating her own wheat, dairy, and sugar sensitivities. In
BabyCakes, she shares detailed information about the ingredients she uses (coconut flour, xanthan gum, and agave nectar, for example) and how to substitute them
properly for common ones–all the while guiding you safely through techniques she’s spent years perfecting. When BabyCakes NYC opened on Manhattan’s Lower
East Side in 2005, it helped propel the gluten-free and vegan baking movement into a new stratosphere. Suddenly there was a destination for those with wheat
allergies and other dietary restrictions–and, soon enough, celebrities and dessert lovers of every kind–to indulge freely in delectable muffins and teacakes, brownies
and cookies, pies and cobblers. Enclosed within these pages are all the “secrets” you’ll need to bring the greatness of BabyCakes NYC into your own home as well as
raves and recommendations from devotees such as Natalie Portman, Jason Schwartzman, Mary-Louise Parker, Zooey Deschanel, and Pamela Anderson. For
confectionists of all kinds, delicious alternatives lie within: Red Velvet Cupcakes, Chocolate Shortbread Scones with Caramelized Bananas, Strawberry Shortcake,
and BabyCakes NYC’s celebrated frosting (so delicious it has fans tipping back frosting shots!), to name just a few. Finally, Erin’s blissful desserts are yours for the
baking!
175 Best Babycakes Cupcake Maker Recipes Kathy Moore 2011 Features recipes ranging from cupcakes and muffins to miniature pies, cheesecakes, and cups filled
with savory ingredients that can be made using the kitchen appliance.
Macarons, Cupcakes & Cake Pops Mia Ohrn 2013 These luscious recipes will have fans of sweet treats in confection heaven! Macarons, cupcakes and cake pops
are the hottest dessert trends today, and now they're so easy to make. This lavishly illustrated book shows you how to achieve colourful, perfect macarons flavoured
with pure passion fruit, lime, cardamom, coffee, hazelnut and milk chocolate. Or bake insanely good and incredibly gorgeous cupcakes, cute cake pops, truffles, petits

fours and more!
Mini Donuts Jessica Segarra 2012-10-18 Say hello to a brand-new way to brighten your morning—or any time of day! Jam-packed with gooey jellies, oozing with rich
custards and creams, and covered with mouthwatering toppings, these mini donuts are bursting with big flavor. From recipes for the traditional donuts everyone
craves like Chocolate Cake and Powered Sugar to fun, new twists like Chocolate-Bacon-Maple, the donuts in this cookbook will leave you begging for more than just
a dozen. Best of all, almost all the recipes can be made in a mini donut maker appliance, a stovetop, or an oven, so all you'll need to create these bite-sized snacks is
a hankering for something sweet. Inside this cookbook, you'll find helpful step-by-step instructions and 100 yummy donut recipes, including: Maple-glazed White
chocolate–red velvet Pineapple upside-down cake Butterscotch-banana Chai tea S'mores With Mini Donuts, you'll never again have to wait in line for your favorite
bakery treat!
175 Best Babycakes Cake Pops Recipes Kathy Moore 2012 Provides recipes for use with the Babycakes Cake Pop Maker, chiefly desserts but also savory
appetizers--including red velvet cake pops, apple pie donuts, Buffalo chicken balls, Halloween eyeballs, and gluten-free and vegan options.
Mini Cupcakes Leslie Fiet 2011-03-01 Mini Cupcakes specifies the finest ingredients, including Madagascar vanilla, dark Belgium chocolate, and organic fruits to
create amazing mini cupcake creations. Combine great cake recipes, such as Key Largo Lime or Chocoholic, with filling recipes, such as banana cream or salted
caramel. Add frosting and toppings such as white chocolate ganache or margarita cream cheese and you have endless combinations of rich and decadent goodness.
With tips for making, baking, and decorating, this cookbook offers perfect combinations, from the Breakfast at Tiffany's cupcake to Pretty in Pink, from the Diva
cupcake to the Mocha Latte. Part delicious cupcake, part tiny pieces of art, Mini's cupcakes are the perfect treat to satisfy your cravings or entertain in style.
Kid Chef Junior Bakes Charity Mathews 2021-08-31 Kids baking is a piece of cake with this colorful kids' cookbook for ages 4 to 8 Baking for kids can be so exciting!
Kid Chef Junior Bakes continues the tradition of every previous Kid Chef cookbook and Kid Chef Bakes cookbook, with recipes that hit the sweet spot between fun,
easy, and truly tasty. With step-by-step instructions and large text that's easy to read, this baking cookbook for kids will get kids baking in no time. Whether they're
learning how to make Dirt Cups with Candy Worms, Strawberry Ice Cream Cone Cupcakes, or Razzle-Dazzle Raspberry-Cream Cheese Muffins, they'll be baking for
real?together with you. This kids baking book includes: A range of challenge levels?With this junior chef cookbook, kids will try a mix of recipes with different baking
techniques so they can challenge themselves to practice key kitchen skills. The ultimate kid baking cookbook?From oven and knife safety, to reading a recipe, to
measuring ingredients accurately, kids will learn the importance of staying safe and organized in the kitchen. Space to make it their own?There's oodles of room for
doodling and decorating, plus fill-ins and jokes with each recipe in this memorable choice for a kid's first cookbook. Explore a baking book for kids that makes it simple
and fun for them to learn skills and independence--and whip up dishes the whole family will love.
Ad Hoc at Home Thomas Keller 2016-10-25 Thomas Keller shares family-style recipes that you can make any or every day. In the book every home cook has been
waiting for, the revered Thomas Keller turns his imagination to the American comfort foods closest to his heart—flaky biscuits, chicken pot pies, New England clam
bakes, and cherry pies so delicious and redolent of childhood that they give Proust's madeleines a run for their money. Keller, whose restaurants The French Laundry
in Yountville, California, and Per Se in New York have revolutionized American haute cuisine, is equally adept at turning out simpler fare. In Ad Hoc at Home—a
cookbook inspired by the menu of his casual restaurant Ad Hoc in Yountville—he showcases more than 200 recipes for family-style meals. This is Keller at his most
playful, serving up such truck-stop classics as Potato Hash with Bacon and Melted Onions and grilled-cheese sandwiches, and heartier fare including beef Stroganoff
and roasted spring leg of lamb. In fun, full-color photographs, the great chef gives step-by-step lessons in kitchen basics— here is Keller teaching how to perfectly
shape a basic hamburger, truss a chicken, or dress a salad. Best of all, where Keller’s previous best-selling cookbooks were for the ambitious advanced cook, Ad Hoc
at Home is filled with quicker and easier recipes that will be embraced by both kitchen novices and more experienced cooks who want the ultimate recipes for
American comfort-food classics.
The Cake Book Jemma Wilson 2014 Jemma Wilson from Crumbs & Doilies is the cupcake queen of Food Tube. Featuring four chapters of beautiful seasonal recipes,
plus the need-to-know basics, this book has all the essentials for amazing baking all year round. To watch Cupcake Jemma in action, check out her videos as well as
loads more recipes, tips and techniques from the Food Tube family at: youtube.com/jamieoliver.
The Doughnut Cookbook Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen 2016-10-04 The Doughnut Cookbook, the next book in the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen series, is a
compact yet comprehensive guide to making doughnuts. Ranging from classic Old-Fashioned style doughnuts, to lemony-glazed baked doughnuts topped with
pistachios, and sugar-dusted beignets, this book includes something for all doughnut-lovers. Yeasted, fried, baked, glazed, and sprinkled, doughnuts are enjoyed in
all different shapes and sizes. Learn how easy making doughnuts at home is in this all-inclusive guide from the Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen. Inside these pages,
you'll find recipes for basic doughs and glazes, mouthwatering recipes for classic and innovative doughnuts, tips and tricks for frying and baking doughnuts, and much
more. Recipes include: Funfetti Doughnuts, Apple Fritters, Maple-Bacon Doughnuts, S'mores Doughnuts, Vanilla and Chocolate Old-Fashioned Doughnuts,
Peppermint Bark Chocolate Doughnuts, Savory Cheesy-Jalapeño Doughnuts, and more. For first time doughnut makers to the moderately skilled, and those who
want access to a diverse combination of recipes that everyone will love, The Doughnut Cookbook is for you.
The Big Book of Babycakes Cupcake Maker Recipes Kathy Moore 2012-07 Presents recipes for foods that can be made using the kitchen appliance, including
cupcakes, muffins, miniature pies, appetizers, quiches, and cups with savory fillings.
The Easy Baked Donut Cookbook Sara Mellas 2020-06-02 The deliciously easy donut cookbook for heavenly homemade baked donuts Who doesn't love a good
donut? From sugared or sprinkled to frosted or filled, donuts are sure to satisfy your sweet tooth and sweeten your day. The best part is you don't need to fuss with
frying to whip up these fun, flavorful treats at home. The Easy Baked Donut Cookbook shows you how mouthwatering--and mess-free--donuts can be right from your
oven or donut maker, providing plenty of tried-and-true tricks and tasty recipes for beautifully baked donuts, donut holes, mini donuts, and more. From sweet staples,
such as Old-Fashioned Cake Donuts to creative savory bakes like Jalapeno-Cheddar Cornbread Donuts, this donut cookbook serves you dozens of delightfully
simple recipes to match every craving, along with perfectly paired frostings, glazes, and toppings. The Easy Baked Donut Cookbook includes: (Do)nuts and bolts-Learn the ins and outs of baking with foolproof advice on mastering measurements, knowing your oven, time-saving shortcuts, and tons of troubleshooting tips. Time
to make the donuts--This donut cookbook offers dozens of step-by-step recipes for cake and yeasted donuts--including holiday-ready Gingerbread Donuts, and even
drool-worthy Doggie Donuts for your pup! Hole new world--You'll find donuts for every season and reason in this donut cookbook with easy recipes for donut holes,
pops, and other donut-inspired desserts, like Coffee and Donuts Trifle and Quick and Easy Beignets. From classic Old-Fashion Donuts to dunk in your morning coffee
to fun Pizza Donuts your kids will love, Easy Baked Donut Cookbook has everything you need to whip up bakery-worthy baked donuts--no fryer required.
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